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Senior Yearbook Pages

Seniors, (yes, all you soon to be graduates) it is time for you to carry on a tradition. The
Foundation, WCA's yearbook, has opened up some of its pages to the senior class for years.
The format has changed often but the concept has stayed the same. You choose the pictures and you choose the words. In order for this to work and for the yearbook staff to meet
its production deadline requirements it needs your help. Please take seriously the following
directions and submit your words and pictures on time. And no, this is not mandatory.
1. Do not submit a copy of your senior portrait. Cilento Photography will do that for you.
2. Submit no more than 120 words of typed text. All text will be edited for spelling
and grammar and therefore cannot include unknown or non-standard abbreviations.
Check spelling of all names as we will not correct them.
ALL FILES MUST BE SUBMITTED VIA EMAIL to FOUNDATIONSENIORPAGES@wcastl.org

The Foundation believes in the freedom of press and the responsibility that comes with that
right and thus reserves for itself the right to reject any text which is deemed libelous, inflammatory, inappropriate, or otherwise unacceptable.
3. Submit up to four pictures of your choice. In order to avoid blank spots in the book
The Foundation will only guarantee that up to 3 of your pictures will be used with the
understanding that it reserves the right to reject any images that are deemed libelous,
inflammatory, inappropriate, or otherwise unacceptable. If there is room to include
the fourth and maintain the integrity of the design of the yearbook it will be included.
Label each picture by order of preference. DIGITAL PICTURE FILES MUST BE ORIGINALS or SCANS of hard copies! Resolution of the digital pictures should not be any
lower than 180 dpi.
4. The deadline for submission, if you choose to turn one in, is Tuesday, October 31,
2017. Due to production deadlines mandated by our publisher there will be no exceptions made and no extensions given.
The risk of libel is great when a publication opens itself up to include writing and photos that do not originate from its staff. Therefore, understand that failure to follow the
above directions could result in outright refusal to publish your text and photos. If
photos or text are deemed unacceptable there is no guarantee expressed or implied
that a person will be contacted for a resubmission. If time permits the Foundation will
make an attempt but only at the discretion of the Foundation staff.
In order to be included for publication all submissions must be submitted via e-mail by Tuesday,
October 31, 2017 to FOUNDATIONSENIORPAGES@wcastl.org.
DIGITAL PICTURE FILES MUST BE ORIGINALS or SCANS of hard copies! PICTURES
DOWNLOADED FROM FACEBOOK or INSTAGRAM WILL NOT PRINT!
Again, all messages will be edited for spelling and grammar and therefore cannot include unknown or non-standard abbreviations.

Melinda A. Oliver

I’ve been given wonderful friends
and family. Here’s to you guys:
Mommy, you’re the embodiment
of genuine love and fierce loyalty.
You taught me to stand on my own
and look out for others. Sis, I look up
to you more than ever. I love you,
beautiful. Val, we’re attached at
the hip, forever and always. Sarah,
Brooke, Ciara, Em, we live it up. So
many memories! Rach and Syd, you
girls are my heart. “Thousands of
candles can be lit by one, and the
life of that candle will not be shortened.” Jesus, thank you for always
holding me tight in Your hand. I’m
ready. “Here I am Lord, send me!”
Isaiah 6:8. Class of 2012, let’s get it!

Josh Darlenne Ortiz

Heavenly Father, thank you for blessing me with such a great family.
Mom and dad, thank you for helping
me throughout my experience at
Westminster. You guys have always
been there for me, and have always
encouraged me to be the best I
can be. Isabella and Veronica, you
guys are blast. You guys are my best
friends, and I love you two with all my
heart. I hope you two grow up to be
the women that God wants you to
be. My friends will never be forgotten.
We were like brothers all throughout
high school, and I’m thankful for that.
Family- Thank you for always being
there for me, I love you all very much.
Friends- I will never forget you guys.
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Emily E. Orf

God, thank you for getting me
through high school! I would be
clueless without you. Mom and dad,
thank you for your guidance and
wisdom you gave me. Tim, thank
you for being my big brother and
best friend since 7th grade. Alex,
thanks for all the fun jam sessions in
band. Kaylee, thanks for being that
entertaining person that brightens
my day. Michelle, thanks for all of
our wild nights. Sarah and Sierra,
thanks for being like another mother
to me by giving me great advice.
Lastly, massive thank you, Coach,
for never giving up on me; I couldn’t
have made it without you. I love
you all so much; I’ll miss you more
than anything.

Jay Dean Pannkuk

Roads? Where I’m going, I won’t
need roads. Parents, thank you both
for your love and undying support
and remember tomorrow’s another
day. Matth, thanks for the laughs
and I will always be there, old friend.
Bekah, even though you live away
now, there’s no place like home.
Friends, thanks for the good times
and I think high school is just the
beginning of our beautiful friendships. Church, stay classy. Now,
Westminster, thank you for giving me
an offer I couldn’t refuse in Christian
education. Even thought the new
campus is the way of our future,
we’ll always have the old campus.
Here’s looking at you, Westminster.
May the force be with you.
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